1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Cortical brain maturation processes that are linked to cognitive control functions continue through the mid-20 s ([@bib0375]). These executive functions (EF), which include working memory (WM), complex attention, inhibitory control, and cognitive flexibility, represent a domain of higher-order cognitive processes that serve as a foundation for decision-making ([@bib0005]; [@bib0335]). Accordingly, emerging adults demonstrate improved decision-making abilities, such as a decline in impulsivity, compared to adolescents ([@bib0425]). Despite expected improvements in EF and subsequent decision-making in emerging adulthood, individuals who experienced chronic life stress, including poverty, show reduced performance across these measures of cognitive control ([@bib0135]; [@bib0250]; [@bib0275]). Further, humans and animal subjects who have experienced stress related to significant resource scarcity (poverty in humans) make maladaptive choices that are correlated with reduced executive functions ([@bib0310]; [@bib0510]). These findings provided support for the allostatic load theory ([@bib0280]), which suggests that chronic stress induces neurobiological risk and cognitive process that are particularly associated with WM (G. W. [@bib0160]; [@bib0295]). Specifically, the allostatic load theory suggests that exposure to prolonged chronic stress associated with poverty can result in neurocognitive vulnerabilities that are driven by physiological stress response systems ([@bib0280]). In turn, these vulnerabilities are linked to maladaptive decision-making ([@bib0355]). Hence, converging evidence suggests that socioeconomic hardship (SH) conditions are associated with compromised decision making and increased health risk behaviors among emerging adults and adults ([@bib0060]; [@bib0070]).

1.1. Socioeconomic hardship and impulsive delayed reward discounting {#sec0010}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Some emerging adults who were raised under prolonged conditions of socioeconomic hardship are vulnerable to stress associated with poverty, including a lack of financial and food security and unstable housing ([@bib0175]). Early life stress associated with SH is correlated with neurobiological and cognitive vulnerabilities that are also associated with more impulsive decision-making ([@bib0220]; [@bib0370]). Youths' ability to make less impulsive decisions and be more future-oriented is an important asset for their successful transition into responsible adult roles ([@bib0460],[@bib0465]; [@bib0500]). More recent research evidence shows a link between stress and delay-reward discounting (DRD; [@bib0390]), a person's orientation toward smaller immediate rewards rather than larger delayed rewards ([@bib0535]; [@bib0595]). Emerging research and theory suggest that individuals exposed to SH may be more cognitively and emotionally taxed than those in less SH ([@bib0130]; [@bib0395]). Moreover, within scarce and less stable environments, impoverished individuals may resort to more immediate and available, as opposed to delayed, resources, even if waiting is expected to yield greater rewards ([@bib0185]; [@bib0345]). Although the associations between early life stress secondary to SH and impulsive decision-making are well established by behavioral research ([@bib0365], [@bib0360]; [@bib0455]), there have been no multi-method investigations (i.e., survey, behavioral, and neuroimaging methods) to specify the etiological mechanisms that link SH and DRD.

1.2. Influences of working memory and affective reactivity in the link between socioeconomic hardship and impulsive discounting {#sec0015}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A related body of research suggests that early life stress associated with growing up and living in poverty is inversely related to executive functions, such as WM, in youth and emerging adults (G. W. [@bib0160]), independent of genetic ancestry ([@bib0445]). SH is linked to brain function and morphology in regions, such as the prefrontal cortex, that are active during WM tasks- supporting the hypothesis that exposure to chronic SH may result in disruption in working memory ([@bib0205]; [@bib0285]; [@bib0420]; [@bib0520]). When these limited WM resources are overextended, the dynamic process of decision-making is negatively affected, which may result in difficulty weighing one's choices and considering consequences, thus leading to a tendency towards impulsive behaviors ([@bib0180]). Some studies have suggested that coping with the demands of poverty may change the allocation of some individuals' cognitive resources in ways that can particularly undermine WM ([@bib0160]; [@bib0175]; [@bib0350]). Evidence suggests that SH exerts a negative influence on general cognitive and WM functions, as evident in both alterations in behavioral performance and neural network response to WM challenges ([@bib0175]; [@bib0325]; [@bib0445]). Accordingly, compensatory neural processes are often evident by overactivation in brain areas taxed by WM tasks across the community and clinical populations ([@bib0320]; [@bib0485]; [@bib0565]). Among impoverished individuals, WM or brain regions involved in learning and memory (e.g., the hippocampus) may be compromised possibly via cognitive burden ([@bib0160]; [@bib0230]).

Neuroimaging studies aiming to predict the development of risk behaviors that precede addiction have also implicated the connection between WM and DRD. These studies suggest that the cognitive ability to concurrently process the costs and benefits of immediate versus delayed rewards is limited, as it requires the parallel engagement of the brain's cognitive control and WM networks and decision-making ([@bib0595]). Increased neural response to WM challenges in fronto-parietal nodes of the cognitive control network is linked specifically to reduced top-down modulation of impulsivity (Hallowell et al., 2019) and decision-making ([@bib0120]; [@bib0265]; [@bib0450]). Moreover, a recent experimental study demonstrated that neurocognitive training on working memory decreases delay discounting, providing further evidence of a functional relationship between delay discounting and working memory ([@bib0050]).

1.3. Emotion reactivity and impulsive decision-making {#sec0020}
-----------------------------------------------------

Emotional reactivity, defined here as a self-reported emotional response to an emotionally valenced situation, serves an important intra-individual context that affects working memory, decision-making and youth risk behaviors ([@bib0065]; [@bib0210]; [@bib0490]; [@bib0515]). For example, children's performance on working memory task that involved emotional facial expressions was impaired when exposed to negatively valenced expressions but not to neutral and positively valenced expressions ([@bib0020]). Similarly, and in line with research and theory on the role of emotions in decision-making ([@bib0030]; [@bib0110]), compromised cognitive control systems are thought to give rise to elevated emotional reactivity resulting in decision-making characterized by a preference for immediate rewards. This hypothesis is based on neuroimaging findings that activity in emotional processing networks moderated top-down regulation of decision-making ([@bib0150]; [@bib0430]). Emotionally reactive individuals have been shown to be more prone to use substances because of altered salience of rewards ([@bib0460],[@bib0465]) and a reduced potential for executive systems, such as WM, to effectively evaluate and weigh long-term versus short-term behavioral outcomes to yield less impulsive choices ([@bib0035]; [@bib0100]; [@bib0115]).

1.4. Current study {#sec0025}
------------------

The present study concurrently examined cognitive, neural, and affective components in the pathway linking SH exposure to decision-making vulnerability in a longitudinal cohort of rural African American emerging adults. The focus on rural African Americans is important because data suggest that this group is particularly vulnerable to socioeconomic adversity and its consequences ([@bib0080]). However, this population is significantly understudied, particularly using neuroimaging methods ([@bib0170]), limiting empirical understanding of individual differences in neurocognitive and affective antecedents of reward discounting among African American youth. Lastly, a novel contribution is the use of covariance structure modeling analyses ([@bib0305]; [@bib0315]) to examine brain response during WM performance, with validation of the correspondence between the behavioral and brain imaging data. Specifically, associations were modeled between neural responses during the 2-back WM task to formulate a latent index of common variance of neural activation in brain regions associated with the 2-back. To further validate the connection between neural response and behavioral performance, the association between the brain region activation and behavioral performance on the 2-back was then confirmed in separate regression analyses. Thus, per [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}, we predicted that WM would play a central role in the indirect association between SH and increase in impulsive DRD. For poorer young people, we hypothesized that decrements in WM function would undermine the top-down regulation of decision-making processes when evaluating the salience of immediate versus delayed rewards. Specifically, we hypothesized that the neural systems associated with WM would be less effective among emerging adults who experienced chronic SH (Hypothesis 1), which would be associated with increased DRD (i.e., making decisions that prioritize immediate rewards: Hypothesis 2). Incorporating emotional reactivity in the hypothesized associations, we expected that SH would be associated with steeper discounting rate via decrements in WM as a function of emotional reactivity level (Hypothesis 3). Specifically, per [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}, we predicted that emotional reactivity would be a positive moderator of the association between WM and riskier DRD (i.e., higher emotional reactivity would be associated with a stronger association between the two).Fig. 1Theoretical Model: The indirect effect of SH and delayed reward discounting via working memory in emotional reactivity context.Fig. 1

2. Materials and methods {#sec0030}
========================

2.1. Participants {#sec0035}
-----------------

The present study included a sample of 119 right-handed young African American men and women (53.78% women) from rural Georgia, who were randomly selected from a larger longitudinal parent study. Individuals were screened to exclude those with a history of neurological or psychiatric disorder, left-handedness, and contraindications for MRI (e.g., ferrous implants, claustrophobia). Participants in the parent study were selected randomly from lists of students that schools provided (see [@bib0080] for a full description of recruitment procedures). Among the 119 participants, data were deemed inadequate (and were estimated as missing data) among 17 (14.3%) participants due to inadequate performance on the 2-back task and 7 (5.9%) were missing due to excessive movement (4; 3.4%) and other artifacts (3; 2.5%).

2.2. Procedures {#sec0040}
---------------

Emerging adults and their former caregivers provided data during four assessments (T1-T4) beginning at 19 years of age. There were 6 months between T1 (*M~age~* = 19.31) and T2 (*M~age~* = 19.98), 12 months between T2 and T3 (*M~age~* = 21.03), and 24 months between T3 and T4 (*M~age~* = 24.62). These assessments were collected in participants' homes with a standardized protocol using an audio computer-assisted self-interview (ACASI); details of these assessments are provided in prior publications ([@bib0080]). Neuroimaging was completed within two weeks of the T4 in-home visit. During this visit, participants completed an MRI protocol followed by a behavioral assessment in the same facility. Prior to the neuroimaging assessment, participants were trained to perform the *n-back* WM task and given an opportunity to practice. Practice consisted of a 15 consonant 2-back task, which was administered a minimum of twice: once with feedback from the administrator, followed by as many subsequent attempts as necessary to achieve a criterion score of 77% correct responses. During the fMRI procedure, participants wore earplugs and lay supine on the scanner table. Visual stimuli were presented through goggles, and participants responded using a two-button box held in the right hand. Responses were recorded using E-prime Software, which also presented the *n-back* paradigm. The MRI session lasted approximately 30 min. At each wave, including the neuroimaging assessment, individuals consented to participate. All study protocols were approved by The University of Georgia's Institutional Review Board.

2.3. Measures {#sec0045}
-------------

### 2.3.1. Cumulative SH risk index {#sec0050}

A cumulative SH risk index, derived from data at T1, T2, and T3 (ages 19--21 years), was created based on a composite of six caregiver-reported items: poverty status, parental education, perceived adequacy of income, parent employment, single-parent status, and government assistance receipt. The SH risk scores across the first three waves were summed to represent a cumulative risk index, with a possible range from 0 to 18. This index has been used in several previous studies ([@bib0085]).

### 2.3.2. Delayed reward discounting {#sec0055}

DRD was assessed with the Monetary Choice Questionnaire (MCQ; [@bib0300]) at T3 and T4. The MCQ consists of 27 items that pair a relatively smaller immediate reward with a larger delayed reward (e.g., *'Would you rather have \$54 today or \$75 in 117 days?'*). Participants were instructed to choose their preferred rewards. The MCQ provides estimates of an individual's temporal discounting of rewards at three magnitudes (small: \$25-35; medium: \$50-60; large: \$75-85). Responses were analyzed using the standard method ([@bib0215]), and the hyperbolic discounting functions (i.e., *k*) were estimated within each magnitude, with a higher *k* representing a higher hyperbolic discounting function. In the primary analyses, a latent difference score ([@bib0225]; [@bib0400]; [@bib0525]; [@bib0555]) was used to assess the change in DRD from T3 to T4, consisting of the small, medium, and large magnitude log transformed *k* values. In addition, previous research suggests that smaller delayed rewards present the largest effect size ([@bib0015], [@bib0010]; [@bib0460],[@bib0465]) possibly because the small magnitudes are of greatest relevance to a sample of low SES. Thus, to examine the ecological validity of the survey task, we tested the model using small, medium, and large magnitude k values separately.

### 2.3.3. Emotional reactivity {#sec0060}

Participants' emotional reactivity was assessed at T4 using a six-item subscale from the MacArthur Reactive Responding Scale ([@bib0580]). Items include, "I operate on a short fuse when my emotions are involved", "I often respond quickly and emotionally when something happens.", "Sometimes I overreact to situations", "I let my emotions cool before I act", "I keep a cool head when I am angry or frightened", and "I stop and think before I act, even if I am angry". Responses ranged from *strongly disagree* to *strongly agree* using a five-point scale. The latter three items were reverse-coded, and then a sum score of the six items was used in the analysis, with a possible range from 6 to 30. The internal consistency across the six items was α = .73.

### 2.3.4. Demographics {#sec0065}

At T4, participants reported their gender, age, and household income level. Gender was coded as 0 = male and 1 = female. Household income was coded as 1 = Less than \$ 15,000, 2 = \$15,001-\$30,000, 3 = \$30,001-\$45,000, 4 = \$45,001- \$60,000, 5 = larger than \$60,000.

2.4. Brain region activation assessment {#sec0070}
---------------------------------------

### 2.4.1. Paradigm {#sec0075}

WM performance and associated brain response were measured during the *n-back* task, a widely employed and reliable WM fMRI paradigm ([@bib0570], [@bib0565]). The task requires participants to buffer, update, match, encode, and respond to patterns of consonants. The present study included two components: task-free baseline and 2-back. Stimulus presentation parameters were based on those used in previous studies ([@bib0075]; [@bib0545]; [@bib0570], [@bib0565]). Participants completed two imaging runs of the *n-back* paradigm. Each run included three 2-back blocks alternating with two 27-second rest periods (i.e., 2 per imaging run). During the 2-back condition, participants were asked to respond "yes" if a consonant was the same as the consonant presented two earlier, and "no" if it was not. The task consisted of six series of 15 consonants of random case, 33% of which were targets. In total, six series of individual consonants were presented visually; a consonant was presented every 3 s (500 ms with a 2500 ms inter-stimulus interval). Consonants were arranged in a pseudo-random order from a list of all consonants except "L" (excluded due to ambiguity in lower-case). The *n-back* task was presented using E-Prime 2.0 software (Psychology Software Tools, PA) installed on a desktop computer. The computer video signal was projected through MR-compatible goggles. The MR-compatible button response box was connected to transmit responses to the computer.

### 2.4.2. MRI acquisition {#sec0080}

Whole-brain fMRI was conducted using the s General Electric 16-channel fixed-site Signa HDx 3.0 T MRI scanner in the Bio-Imaging Research Center of the University of Georgia. The scanner was equipped with a three-axis local gradient head coil and elliptical endcapped quadrature radio frequency coil. Structural images were acquired for anatomical reference using a high-resolution T1-weighted, fast-spoiled gradient echo scan to cover the whole brain (TR = 7.8 ms; TE = 3.1 ms; FOV = 256 × 256 mm; matrix = 256 × 256; 160 contiguous 1 mm axial slices; voxel size, 1 mm^3^). Functional images were collected using a single-shot, gradient-echo echoplanar pulse sequence (TR = 2500; TE = 40 ms; FOV = 224 x 224 mm; matrix = 64 × 64). Contiguous 3.5-mm thick axial slices were selected to provide coverage of the entire brain in isometric 3.5 mm voxels.

### 2.4.3. Imaging processing {#sec0085}

Data processing and statistical analyses were conducted using Analysis of NeuroImages software (AFNI; [@bib0105]). Standard preprocessing of the raw data was used to strip the skull, ensure alignment to T1 anatomical data sets, and censor any volumes that exhibited outlying values or excessive movement (\> 0.3 mm per repetition). Data sets were transformed into Talairach space ([@bib0575]), and spatial registration of each time series was set to the 3rd volume of the first imaging run using an iterative linear least-squares method. The AFNI 3D registration program yielded a root-mean-square difference for each image, which was used to screen for uncorrected movement. Participants that showed excessive movement (greater than 3.5 mm in any direction or greater than 25% censored TRs) were estimated in the analyses. Spatial blurring over a 6-mm radius was applied using a Gaussian kernel to compensate for typical variations in functional neuroanatomy across participants.

A voxelwise General Linear Model (GLM) procedure was conducted to quantify the relationship between observed brain activity and the 2-back paradigm, using four blocks of 27 s. For each voxel of every individual, a GLM of the temporal pattern of 2-back presentation (including hemodynamic transitions modeled as a gamma function) and covariates (observed movement, linear drift) was performed using the BOLD signal over time as the dependent variable. The GLM included a general linear contrast of the 2-back versus resting baseline. Therefore, resulting individual activation maps included beta coefficients for each voxel that represented the 2-back effects relative to baseline. Individual activation maps were then used in subsequent group-level analyses.

To create group summary maps of 2-back effects, 2-back parameter estimates were compared to a hypothetical mean of zero for each voxel using pooled-variance one-sample Student's *t*-tests. The group summary activation maps were examined qualitatively for comparison to prior literature and quantitatively to generate functionally defined regions of interest (ROIs) for quantification of 2-back effects for orthogonal hypothesis testing. Also, group summary maps were used for a data-driven functional ROI strategy for further hypothesis testing. Task-related ROIs were clusters that were significantly recruited during the 2-back task compared to rest in our sample. Functional ROIs were defined using a family-wise error rate of *p* \<  .005 with a minimum cluster size of five adjacent voxels, to allow for separation of distinct clusters into individual ROIs. Thus, in the present study, mean 2-back-associated fMRI responses within each of these functionally defined ROIs were extracted to examine the relationship between 2-back brain response, DRD, and emotional reactivity in the current sample.

2.5. Analyses {#sec0090}
-------------

Study aims were tested using structural equation modeling (SEM) in Mplus Version 7.4 ([@bib0440]-2012) with maximum likelihood estimation with robust standard errors ([@bib0605]). Missing data ranged from 0% to 22.8%. Little's Missing Completely at Random test suggested that the missing data were completely random (χ^2^ (47) = 62.08, *p* \> .05) and therefore qualified for estimation with full-informative maximum likelihood (FIML) algorithm ([@bib0505]). FIML yields more efficient and less biased parameter estimates than do traditional methods of handling missing data, including non-normally distributed missing data ([@bib0140]). Per Hu and Bentler's recommendations ([@bib0255]), model fit was assessed using the chi-square test of model fit, the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA \< .06), the comparative fit index (CFI \> .90), the Tucker-Lewis index (TLI \> .90), the McDonald and Marsh's relative non-centrality index (RNI \> .90), and the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR \< .06).

A confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was used to model a factor that reflects the common variance associated with activation of specific brain regions during the *n-back*. A sensitivity analysis was conducted to confirm the prior measurement hypothesis. Then, a latent difference score was calculated to assess the change in DRD from T3 to T4, consisting of the small, medium, and large magnitude log transformed *k* values. Next, SEM was used to model the indirect link between cumulative SH risk and DRD latent change score via the *n-back* activation factor. Emotional reactivity was tested as a moderator of the association between the brain activation factor and DRD change. In the SEM model, gender, age, and income were controlled. To examine the conditional indirect effects, a mediation procedure (i.e. R-Mediation) was used. This mediation strategy produces a confidence interval for the product of two normal random variables using three methods: the distribution of the product of coefficients, Monte Carlo, and asymptotic normal theory with the multivariate-delta standard error (Asymptotic-Delta) method ([@bib0385]; [@bib0585]). Johnson-Neyman's techniques ([@bib0270]) were used to interpret the moderation effect.

Previous research suggests that smaller delayed rewards present the largest effect size ([@bib0015], [@bib0010]; [@bib0460],[@bib0465]) possibly because the small magnitudes are of greatest relevance to a sample of low SES. To examine the ecological validity of the survey task, we tested the SEM models with different magnitudes of DRD separately. Specifically, the indirect links between cumulative SH risk and DRD (small, medium, and large magnitude *k* values assessed at T4) via the n-back activation factor conditional on emotional reactivity were examined, after controlling for gender, age, income, and corresponding DRD magnitude assessed at T3. The results of other magnitudes than small are presented in the supplemental materials.

3. Results {#sec0095}
==========

3.1. Descriptive and correlation analyses {#sec0100}
-----------------------------------------

Descriptive statistics and bivariate correlations are presented in [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}. Significant activation responses were observed in six clusters comprising four ROIs: the bilateral inferior parietal lobule (IPL) and middle frontal gyrus (MFG), and the right insula, and right anterior cingulate/medial frontal gyrus (see [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}), which are consistent with prior 2-back fMRI literature ([@bib0075]; [@bib0570], [@bib0565]). These 4 key ROIs were used in hypothesis testing. Variables were correlated in the predicted directions. 2-back performance accuracy was positively and significantly associated with 2-back associated activation magnitude in these ROIs. Generally, cumulative SH risk was negatively associated with activation across ROIs, which was also negatively associated with DRD at both T3 and T4.Table 1Descriptive Statistics and Correlations of Study Variables.Table 1123456789101112131415161. Cumulative SH Risk -T1, 2, 3\--2. MFG -T4−.19\--3. IPL -- T4−.12.71^\*\*^\--4. RCingulate -- T4−.18.66^\*\*^.71^\*\*^\--5. RInsula -T4−.19.65^\*\*^.60^\*\*^.62^\*\*^\--6. 2-back performance−.24^\*^.20.26^\*^.21^\*^.07\--7. Emotional Reactivity -- T4−.08.02−.14−.02−.05.07\--8. DRD Small -- T4.02−.11−.01−.07−.13−.06.18^\*^\--9. DRD Medium -- T4.04−.14−.03−.11−.07−.16.10.80^\*\*^\--10. DRD Large -- T4.05−.18−.07−.18−.11−.17.00.77^\*\*^.92^\*\*^\--11. DRD Small -- T3.07.03−.08−.19−.07−.08.10.24^\*\*^.30^\*\*^.31^\*\*^\--12. DRD Medium -- T3.03−.04−.14−.21^\*^−.05−.13.11.40^\*\*^.51^\*\*^.51^\*\*^.82^\*\*^\--13. DRD Large -- T3.06−.09−.18−.27^\*^−.10−.18.07.35^\*\*^.49^\*\*^.49^\*\*^.80^\*\*^.89^\*\*^\--14. Gender−.08−.07−.10.02−.07−.15.22^\*^−.15−.23^\*^−.23^\*^−.26^\*\*^−.25^\*\*^−.19^\*^\--15. Age.14−.13−.20−.11−.10−.10.08−.05.03.01.00.02.02.01\--16. Income−.26^\*^−.01.10−.01.03.22^\*^−.05−.17−.10−.04−.03−.03−.09−.28^\*\*^−.08\--Mean8.44.51.37.18.19.7315.90−1.30−1.48−1.68−1.19−1.43−1.58.5224.452.29*SD*4.10.41.35.18.17.135.16.88.80.89.83.76.83.50.661.40Minimum.00−.22−.57−.25−.19.386.00−3.80−3.80−3.80−3.80−3.80−3.80.0023.001.00Maximum6.001.451.45.84.75.9626.40−.61−.61−.61−.61−.61−.611.0026.008.00[^1]Fig. 2Neural activity associated with 2-back vs. rest, regions that exhibited significant activity during the 2-back task compared to baseline.*Note.* Talaraich Z-plane: +75 to 0in 5 mm slices, *t* ≥ 4.318, *p* \<  .005. This figure presents the group-level N-back activation: 2-back versus the baseline condition. Functionally defined regions of interest (ROIs) used in the present analyses. Axial slices show three-dimensional brain regions that exhibited significant activity during the 2-back task above and beyond that exhibited during rest. Underlying anatomical image of a single representative participant was used for this figure. Signal outside of the brain was masked.Fig. 2Table 2Functionally Defined Regions Associated with Working Memory.Table 2ROIVoxelsCenter of Mass Coordinates*XYZ*ROI 1R. Middle Frontal Gyrus174−39.2−23.235.5L. Middle Frontal Gyrus4241.9−24.430.4ROI 2R. Inferior Parietal Lobule113−43.847.443.4L. Inferior Parietal Lobule3034.146.839.1ROI 3R. Cingulate/Medial Frontal68−4.5−19.141.7ROI 4R. Insula54−34.1−16.96.4[^2]

Additionally, we conducted t-tests and chi-square tests to examine the differences of participants whose fMRI data were available (*n* = 95) and missing (*n* = 24) in the current study (Supplemental Table 1). Results indicated that these two groups were not significantly different in demographics and major study variables except for cumulative SH risk (*t* (117) = 2.25, *p* \<  .05). Participants whose fMRI data were missing had significantly higher cumulative SH risk compared to participants whose fMRI data were available. Overall, analyses were conducted with FIML to estimate for missing values under RAM using all 119 participants.

3.2. Measurement model {#sec0105}
----------------------

CFAs were conducted to test the factor structure of 2-back-associated ROIs ([@bib0090]). [Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"} presents a measurement model of ROIs brain activation. The factor of brain activation consisted of four indicators: inferior parietal lobule (bilaterally), middle frontal gyrus (bilaterally), right insula, and right cingulate/right medial frontal gyrus. All factor loadings were moderate to high (λ \> .50) ([@bib0090]) and significant (p \< .01). The measurement model fit was excellent: χ2 (2) = 2.16 (p = .34). CFI = 1.00, TLI = 1.00, RNI = 1.00, RMSEA = .03, SRMR = .01 ([@bib0255]). Furthermore, the ROI activation factor was significantly and positively associated with participants' 2-back performance accuracy (r = .21, p \< .05). To confirm a prior measurement hypothesis, a sensitivity analysis was conducted to test the loadings of prior working memory ROIs on the WM brain activation factor during the 2-back task constructed through CFA in the current study. Five WM ROIs (bilateral rostral and caudal medial frontal gyrus, right medial frontal gyrus, inferior parietal lobule, and superior parietal lobule) were tested separately and all yielded significant (*p* \< .001) and moderate to high (λ \> .30) loading coefficients. The results of sensitivity analysis support the expected covariances between ROIs in the present and the apriori ROIs from the literature (See supplemental materials Table 3).Table 3Measurement Model of Working Memory Associated Brain Regions Activation during the 2-back Task.Table 3Factors and Indicators*B (SE)*λ *(SE)R^2^*95%*CI of* λWM **Brain Regions Activation**WM Brain Activation → IPL1.00 (.00).85 (.04).72\[.77, .93\][\*\*\*](#tblfn0005){ref-type="table-fn"}WM Brain Activation → MFG1.16 (.14).83 (.04).69\[.75, .91\][\*\*\*](#tblfn0005){ref-type="table-fn"}WM Brain Activation → RInsula.99 (.11).82 (.03).56\[.75, .89\][\*\*\*](#tblfn0005){ref-type="table-fn"}WM Brain Activation → RCingulate.84 (.12).75 (.06).67\[.63, .87\][\*\*\*](#tblfn0005){ref-type="table-fn"}[^3][^4]

A latent change model ([@bib0400]; [@bib0525]; [@bib0555]) was used to examine the inter-individual differences in DRD from T3 to T4 ([Table 4](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). At each time-point, DRD consisted of three indicators: small, medium, and large magnitude *k* values. The regression coefficients of DRD at T3 and the latent difference score on the follow-up DRD were fixed to one, and the residual of T4 was fixed to zero. The mean of the DRD latent difference score marginally significantly different from zero (*M* = -.21, *p* =  .05) and the estimated variance was significantly larger than zero (Σ^2^ = 1.72, *p* \<  .001), suggesting individual differences in the latent difference score of DRD from T3 to T4. The overall measurement model fit was good: χ^2^ (10) = 14.75 (*p* =  .14). CFI = .99, TLI = .99, RNI = .99, RMSEA = .06, SRMR = .05 ([@bib0255]).Table 4Latent Change Model of DRD.Table 4Factors and IndicatorsΛ *(SE)*λ *(SE)*95%*CI of* ΛDRD -- T3 → DRD Large -- T31.00 (.00).93 (.02)\[1.00, 1.00\][\*\*\*](#tblfn0010){ref-type="table-fn"}DRD -- T3 → DRD Medium -- T3.94 (.03).97 (.02)\[.85, 1.04\][\*\*\*](#tblfn0010){ref-type="table-fn"}DRD -- T3 → DRD Small -- T3.89 (.05).84 (.03)\[.79, .98\][\*\*\*](#tblfn0010){ref-type="table-fn"}DRD -- T4 → DRD Large -- T41.00 (.00).94 (.02)\[1.00, 1.00\][\*\*\*](#tblfn0010){ref-type="table-fn"}DRD -- T4 → DRD Medium -- T4.94 (.03).98 (.01)\[.85, 1.02\][\*\*\*](#tblfn0010){ref-type="table-fn"}DRD -- T4 → DRD Small -- T4.89 (.05).82 (.03)\[.79, .98\][\*\*\*](#tblfn0010){ref-type="table-fn"}**Paths & Covariance**B *(SE)*β*(SE)*95%*CI of* BDRD -- T3 → DRD -- T41.00 (.00).94 (.09)\[1.00, 1.00\][\*\*\*](#tblfn0010){ref-type="table-fn"}ΔDRD → DRD -- T41.00 (.00).95 (.08)\[1.00, 1.00\][\*\*\*](#tblfn0010){ref-type="table-fn"}ΔDRD & DRD -- T3−.27 (.07)−.44 (.09)\[-.40, -.12\][\*\*\*](#tblfn0010){ref-type="table-fn"}**Means**M *(SE)*μ *(SE)*95%*CI of* MDRD -- T3−1.58 (.08)−2.04 (.18)\[-1.73, -1.43\][\*\*\*](#tblfn0010){ref-type="table-fn"}ΔDRD−.10 (.08)−.13 (.10)\[-.26, .06\]**Variances**Σ^2^*(SE)*σ^2^*(SE)*95%*CI of* Σ^2^DRD -- T3.61 (.09)1.00 (.00)\[.42, .78\][\*\*\*](#tblfn0010){ref-type="table-fn"}ΔDRD.62 (.09)1.00 (.00)\[.43, .79\][\*\*\*](#tblfn0010){ref-type="table-fn"}[^5][^6]Fig. 3Latent Change Model of the Delayed Reward Discounting.*Note*: Unstandardized coefficients are presented in the figure. DRD = Delayed reward discounting. Large, medium, and small indicate the DRD reward magnitudes. \*\*\**p* \<  .001.Fig. 3

3.3. Primary analyses {#sec0110}
---------------------

An SEM was used to test the associations among cumulative risk, subsequent brain region activation during the 2-back task, DRD latent change score, and emotional reactivity. Gender, age, and income were entered as covariates. [Table 5](#tbl0025){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"} present the SEM model of the associations among cumulative risk and subsequent activation during the 2-back task, DRD latent change score, and emotional reactivity. This model exhibited an acceptable fit: χ^2^ (77) = 104.78 (*p* \<  .05). CFI = .96 TLI = .95, RNI = .96, RMSEA = .06. Cumulative SH risk predicted reduced brain activation during the 2-back task at T4 (β = -.30, *p* \<  .05). In addition, the interaction between WM brain activation and emotional reactivity was negatively associated with DRD latent change score (β = -.36, *p* \<  .05), after controlling cumulative risk (β = .00, *p* =  .88). Based on the Johnson-Neyman's plot (P. O. [@bib0270]), as shown in [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}, among participants with elevated levels of emotional reactivity, lower levels of WM brain activation were significantly associated with higher levels of DRD. In testing mechanistic conditional indirect effects, R-Mediation ([@bib0585]) showed that the indirect effect of cumulative SH risk on DRD through WM brain region activation during the 2-back task was significant, conditional level of emotional reactivity (α\*β = .11, *p* \<  .05). For participants high in emotional reactivity, the indirect effect was positive and significant.Table 5Model of the Associations Between Cumulative Socioeconomic Stress Risk, WM Associated Brain Regions Activation, Delayed Reward Discounting Latent Change Score, and Emotional Reactivity.Table 5Direct Paths*B (SE)*β95%*CI of B***Direct effects**CSH (T1, 2, 3) → WM Brain (T4)−.059 (.024)−.298\[-.105, -.012\][\*](#tblfn0015){ref-type="table-fn"}WM Brain (T4) → ΔDRD.039 (.200).040\[-.353, .431\]CSH (T1, 2, 3) → ΔDRD−.003 (.020)−.016\[-.043, .037\]ER (T4) → ΔDRD−.038 (1.529)−.049\[-3.035, 2.960\]**Interaction Effect**WM Brain $\times$ ER (T4) → ΔDRD (T4)−.348 (.135)−.355\[-.612, -.084\][\*](#tblfn0015){ref-type="table-fn"}**Conditional Indirect Effect**CSH (T1, 2, 3) → WM Brain $\times$ ER (T4) → ΔDRD.021 (.012).106\[.002, .048\][\*](#tblfn0015){ref-type="table-fn"}**Control**Gender → WM Brain (T4)−.029 (.213)−.018\[-.447, .388\]Age → WM Brain (T4).021 (.175).018\[-.322, .364\]Income → WM Brain (T4)−.026 (.060)−.046\[-.143, .091\]Gender → ΔDRD−.098 (.178)−.064\[-.448, .251\]Age → ΔDRD.115 (.097).101\[-.075, .305\]Income → ΔDRD−.039 (.061)−.070\[-.159, .081\][^7][^8]Fig. 4Moderated Mediation Model of the Associations between Cumulative SH Risk, Working Memory Associated Brain Regions Activation, Delayed Reward Discounting, and Emotional Reactivity.*Note*: Standardized coefficients are presented in the figure. SH = Socioeconomic hardship. DRD = Delayed reward discounting. WM = Working memory. Gender and DRD at T3 were controlled. \**p* \< .05, \*\**p* \< .01, \*\*\**p* \<  .001.Fig. 4Fig. 5Probing and Interpretation of the Moderating Role of Emotional Reactivity on the Associations between Working Memory Associated Brain Activation and DRD Latent Change Score.*Note*. Shadowed area indicates regions of significance in which the working memory brain regions activation was significantly negatively associated with delayed reward discounting. This figure suggested that only among participants with higher emotional reactivity, lower levels of brain activation was associated with higher levels of delayed reward discounting significantly. Emotional reactivity was standardized.Fig. 5

To examine the effects on different DRD reward magnitudes, we tested the SEM models with small, medium, and magnitudes of DRD separately. The results are presented in the supplemental Table 2. The three models with different reward magnitudes all fit well and are consistent with the primary findings using the DRD latent difference score. However, despite that the indirect effects of cumulative SH risk on DRD through WM brain activation conditional on emotional reactivity are significant for the small and medium magnitudes of DRD, this conditional indirect effect was not significant for the large DRD magnitude. In addition, income is only significantly and negatively associated with small, but not medium or large DRD magnitudes at T4 (supplemental Table 2).

4. Discussion {#sec0115}
=============

Previous studies have documented associations between socioeconomic adversity early in life, WM and impulsive decision-making, and a range of risk behaviors ([@bib0025];[@bib0155];[@bib0200]; [@bib0340]; [@bib0435]). Missing are multidisciplinary multimethod investigations of the associations between poverty and decision-making via the underlying neuro-circuitry of cognitive control functions that contribute to decision-making ([@bib0240]). Findings from the present study expand on current knowledge regarding this risk pathway in several ways. First, the study documented a mechanistic pathway linking SH and increased DRD via neural activation during a WM task. Our findings confirmed that cumulative SH risk was significantly and negatively predictive of regional brain response to the 2-back WM task. In addition, reduced activation in these regions (as reflected by the latent factor of the WM effects across ROIs) was associated with less accurate performance on the 2-back, providing behavioral confirmation of these neuroimaging findings. Subsequently, the connection between reduced activation in these brain regions and impulsive decision-making (i.e., higher DRD) was found to be significant in the context of elevated emotional reactivity. The connection between 2-back-associated network activation and attendant DRD behavioral performance represents an implementation of interdisciplinary research that aims to better our understanding for how DRD may vary by emotional reactivity context ([@bib0095]). These findings corroborate in part, the dual systems hypothesis that compromised decision-making in adolescence is associated with a mismatch between socioemotional reward and cognitive control regulatory brain circuitry ([@bib0425]; [@bib0540]).

Expanding on previous behavioral research, the current study used neuroimaging techniques to identify activation patterns in four key ROIs associated with 2-back performance that underlies the associations between SH and DRD. We identified a latent factor that was composed of a network of neural activity elicited during the 2-back task, which is consistent with prior literature ([@bib0470]; [@bib0475]; [@bib0560]). The bilateral-IPL and MFG, the right insula, and the right cingulate/right medial frontal gyrus are four nodes of the fronto-parietal cognitive control network, which is routinely activated during goal-directed task performance ([@bib0330]; [@bib0485]; [@bib0495]). Activity in this network was associated with WM performance and significantly mediated the associations between cumulative SH risk and DRD among emerging adults with higher emotional reactivity, implicating these regions in the neural substrate in DRD.

The present findings have several implications for basic research on the impact of SH on decision-making bias. The findings are consistent with theories that suggest that poverty may be associated with decision-making preferences for immediate rewards because SH consumes mental resources that result in cognitive overload ([@bib0395]). Given that WM capacity is known to be correlated with decision-making process, these hypotheses are corroborated by theoretical connection between WM engagement and the process of evaluating delayed rewards ([@bib0165]). WM is one of several related executive functions necessary for decision-making (D\'esposito & Postle, 2015; [@bib0245]; [@bib0405]). Evans and colleagues further suggest that working memory processing is a critical capacity for the mental operations necessary during decision-making operations ([@bib0165]). Moreover, our results are also supportive of recent research in suggesting that impulsive decision-making may be construed as a rational cognitive strategy in unreliable and impoverished contexts ([@bib0290]). Specifically, youth experience harsh and unreliable environment are objectively correct not to delay gratification but to resort to more immediate rewards even if they are smaller compared to delayed options. This research is also concordant with a more nuanced neuro-economics hypothesis and experimental research suggesting that poor individuals exhibit attentional bias linked to their financial scarcity ([@bib0530]). Nonetheless, impulsive decisions that could be objectively regarded as irrational may also reflect cognitive adaptations that promote survival for individuals who grew up in enduring scarcity ([@bib0480]). These cognitive adaptations to scarcity may be functional for youth in the short-term, but could become maladaptive as they prepare for more autonomous living independent from their parents ([@bib0600]).

Our findings elucidate a mechanism in which emotionally reactive emerging adults are particularly inclined to choose *immediate reward* when WM is impaired. Theory and research on why adolescents and emerging adults are prone to impulsive decision-making have suggested the existence of two (dual) systems that coordinate the process of decision-making ([@bib0550]). In particular, dual systems theories suggest that during adolescence proclivity for impulsive decisions are attributed to the gap in developmental maturation of subcortical brain regions linked to incentive-reward systems (also referred to as socioemotional system ([@bib0540]), and prefrontal regions that undergird cognitive control systems ([@bib0540]). Specifically, adolescents have accelerated sub-cortical brain maturation but protracted development of regions associated with cognitive control, creating a gap between these two systems that impedes effective regulation of the socioemotional system by the cognitive control system ([@bib0235]). This maturation gap leads to the dual system hypothesis that in the absence of mature prefrontal brain areas and attendant executive control functions, youth are expected to experience greater anticipation to rewarding stimuli and heightened responses for the receipt of rewards ([@bib0540]). The findings from the present study further suggest that exposure to SH may extend this decision-making risk among youth who are more vulnerable emotionally. Thus, in line with the dual system perspective, lack of emotional control moderates risk for delayed reward discounting.

In the present study, the role of WM performance and associated brain responses are also consistent with the executive information processing hypothesis ([@bib0045]; [@bib0410]), which posits that decision-making is partially supported by effective WM and processing of information, as evident in maintenance and manipulation of information to evaluate long-term versus short-term consequences of a decision. The moderation of these associations by emotional reactivity is consistent with the functioning of the salience and motivational system, suggesting that emotional reactivity is a critical component in the process of DRD ([@bib0240]). This supports the hypothesis that decision-making process is rooted in one's ability to process emotions ([@bib0040]). Accordingly, the finding suggests that DRD is a process that is emotionally regulated by driven marker signals that possibly arise through bio-regulatory processes. [@bib0240] also suggest that decision making in the context of emotional reactivity and stress induced by poverty might be related to attention, specifically, in the context of scarcity individuals tend to induce a focus on more immediate and safe payoffs. Similarly, these findings may provide limited but preliminary support to models that emphasize the important of emotional reactivity in decision-making. For example, the triadic model ([@bib0145]) suggests that in addition to the dual systems perspective, it is important to view emotional reactivity as an additional component in processing risk assessment.

The findings bear important implications for programs designed to attenuate the risk associated with socioeconomic adversity and risk behaviors such as substance use among emerging adults in general, and African American emerging adults in particular. Epidemiological data suggesting that young African American adults are particularly susceptible to a delayed onset yet rapid escalation of substance use compared to members of other racial and ethnic groups ([@bib0190];[@bib0195]; [@bib0590]). The present study goes beyond behavioral research that has documented correlations between WM performance and DRD by integrating behavioral, neuropsychological, and neuroscience data to delineate brain activation in a network that has been previously implicated in WM performance. Specifically, we corroborated research on the link between SH and WM ([@bib0160]; [@bib0485]), as well as other neuroimaging studies indicating an overlap of brain regions (such as the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex) that are recruited during WM and DRD tasks ([@bib0415], [@bib0410]; [@bib0470]). Clinically, the findings further support the use of intervention strategies that focus on improving WM performance, especially in the context of emotional reactivity, to decrease DRD, a strong behavioral marker for addiction ([@bib0055]; [@bib0380]). This conclusion is further corroborated by recent experimental evidence on the effect of WM training on DRD performance ([@bib0050]). The findings provide support for studies that have demonstrated DRD to be behaviorally malleable through several types of interventions ([@bib0125]). Specifically, the current study concurs with research demonstrating that WM training might mitigate devaluation of delayed rewards ([@bib0050].)

This study has several limitations. First, this study focused on rural African American emerging adults and may have limited generalization to other more urban youth. However, rural African American youth are an understudied population, particularly in neuroimaging studies, and therefore these findings serve an important contribution to the literature. Second, although findings document associations between brain activation during WM performance and DRD, neuroimaging data during DRD would substantially improve the capacity for future research to further determine underlying neural mechanisms. Future research would benefit from the use of repeated neuroimaging measures to longitudinally examine the link between SH and impulsive decision-making among impoverished emerging adults. Third, because missing data reached 20 percent on some variables, interpretation of the results from the present study should be done with caution. Yet, missing data we determined to be missing in random and were analyzed with FIML, a data analyses estimation method that introduces very little estimation bias ([@bib0140]). Lastly, emotional reactivity was found to exacerbate the association between WM activation and DRD. Although negative affect is being shown to influence delay discounting tasks in the context of emotion regulation, positive emotional states have been shown to affect DRD in an opposite way ([@bib0260]). In the present study we assessed emotional reactivity, that mostly reflect negative affective states, in relation to DRD.

Acknowledging these considerations, the current findings nonetheless shed new light on the mechanisms linking adversity with steep discounting of delayed rewards. Notably, these mechanisms are both cognitive and affective, further revealing how adversity appears to shape both information processing and emotional processing in relation to decision making in emerging adults.
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[^1]: Note. T1, 2, 3, 4 = Time 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively; SH = Socioeconomic hardship; IPL = Inferior parietal lobule; MFG = Middle frontal gyrus; RInsula = Right insula; RCaudate = Right cingulate/ right medial frontal; DRD = Delayed reward discounting, small, medium, and large indicate the DRD reward magnitudes; *SD* = Standard deviation. Gender was coded as 0 = male and 1 = female. \**p* \< .05, \*\**p* \< .01.

[^2]: Note. L = left, R = right. Coordinates are in Talairach space (RAI). Functional ROIs were defined using a family-wise error rate of *p* \< .005 with a minimum cluster size of five adjacent voxels, to allow for separation of distinct clusters into individual ROIs. : Talaraich-Tournoux Atlas was used for anatomical labels. Information in this table corresponds to regions in [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}.

[^3]: *Note*. WM Brain Activation = Working memory associated brain regions activation during the 2-back task latent factor. IPL = Inferior parietal lobule. MFG = Middle frontal gyrus. RInsula = Right insula. RCaudate = Right cingulate/ right medial frontal. Model fit is excellent: χ^2^ (2) = 2.16 (*p* = .34). CFI = 1.00, TLI = 1.00, RNI = 1.00, RMSEA = 0.03, SRMR = .01.

[^4]: *p* \< .001.

[^5]: Note. T3 = Time 3; T4 = Time 4; SE = Standard error; CI = Confidence interval; DRD = Delayed reward discounting; Small, medium, and large indicate the DRD magnitude; ΔDRD = DRD latent difference score. Model fit is excellent: χ^2^ (10) = 14.75 (*p* = .14). CFI = .99, TLI = .99, **RNI = .99,** RMSEA = 0.06, SRMR = 0.05, ^\*^*p* \< .05.

[^6]: *p* \< .001.

[^7]: *Note*. T1, 2, 3 = Combination of Times 1, 2, and 3. T3 = Time 3. T4 = Time 4. SE = Standard error. CI = Confidence interval. CSH = Cumulative socioeconomic hardship Risk. WM Brain = Working memory associated brain regions activation during the 2-back task. ER = Emotional Reactivity. ΔDRD = Delayed reward discounting latent difference score. Gender was coded as 0 for male and 1 for female. Model fit is acceptable: χ^2^ (77) = 104.78 (*p* \< .05). CFI = .96 TLI = .95, **RNI =** 0.96, RMSEA = 0.06, SRMR = .14.

[^8]: *p* \< .05.
